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PREMISE OF THE STUDY: The ability of California tree populations to survive anthropogenic climate change will be shaped by the geographic structure of
adaptive genetic variation. Our goal is to test whether climate-associated candidate genes show evidence of spatially divergent selection in natural populations of valley oak, Quercus lobata, as preliminary indication of local adaptation.
METHODS: Using DNA from 45 individuals from 13 localities across the species’ range, we sequenced portions of 40 candidate genes related to budburst/
flowering, growth, osmotic stress, and temperature stress. Using 195 single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), we estimated genetic differentiation across
populations and correlated allele frequencies with climate gradients using single-locus and multivariate models.
RESULTS: The top 5% of FST estimates ranged from 0.25 to 0.68, yielding loci potentially under spatially divergent selection. Environmental analyses of SNP
frequencies with climate gradients revealed three significantly correlated SNPs within budburst/flowering genes and two SNPs within temperature stress
genes with mean annual precipitation, after controlling for multiple testing. A redundancy model showed a significant association between SNPs and
climate variables and revealed a similar set of SNPs with high loadings on the first axis. In the RDA, climate accounted for 67% of the explained variation,
when holding climate constant, in contrast to a putatively neutral SSR data set where climate accounted for only 33%.
CONCLUSIONS: Population differentiation and geographic gradients of allele frequencies in climate-associated functional genes in Q. lobata provide initial
evidence of adaptive genetic variation and background for predicting population response to climate change.
KEY WORDS climate change; environmental gradients; Fagaceae; landscape genetics; local adaptation; Quercus; single nucleotide polymorphisms; spa-

tially divergent selection

Rapid climate change is altering the distribution of many species
and threatening the survival of others (Hughes, 2000; Parmesan,
2006; Parry et al., 2007). Its impact is of particular concern for tree
species because their failure to survive would not only be a loss of a
single species but the loss of an entire ecosystem and its biodiversity
(Hughes et al., 2008; Kremer et al., 2012; Sork et al., 2013). A critical
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question is whether tree populations will tolerate predicted climate
changes locally, shift in distribution to track favorable climates, rapidly evolve in response to climate change, or go extinct (Aitken
et al., 2008). To understand the capacity of tree populations to
evolve adaptively, it is important to understand how much genetic
variation underlies adaptive traits within natural populations and to
what extent that variation will permit survival under predicted future climate scenarios (Sork et al., 2013). The analysis of spatial patterns of genetic variation in natural populations, especially locally
adaptive genetic variation, known as landscape genomics, helps
indicate which genes are under selection due to environment by
identifying clines in allele frequencies for specific genes that are
associated with climate gradients (Sork and Waits, 2010). Such information helps identify which genes are candidates for local adaptation to climate and the potential of local populations to respond to
climate change (Holderegger et al., 2006; Manel et al., 2010; Sork
and Waits, 2010; Sork et al., 2013). This evidence from natural
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populations lays a foundation for the emerging studies of “adaptation genomics” (Stapley et al., 2010) from which we can start to address questions about the extent to which pre-existing genetic
variation will allow survival of tree populations under future conditions (Aitken et al., 2008).
Predicted increases in atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse gases have already had measurable effects on the earth’s climate, causing increased warming and changes in patterns of
precipitation in many regions (Hughes, 2000; Parry et al., 2007).
Such changes will likely require a physiological response by trees
with respect to drought tolerance, heat stress, and growth under
new climate conditions (Hanson and Weltzin, 2000; Breda et al.,
2006; McDowell et al., 2008). While it might be possible for species
with short generation times to evolve rapidly in response to climate
change (e.g., Frankset al, 2007), it is less clear whether long-lived
organisms will be able to adapt to change that is on a shorter timeframe than their generation time (Kremer et al., 2012; Sork et al.,
2013). Physiological responses of trees to increases in CO2 and temperature, moreover, will affect populations at a regional scale
(Chmura et al., 2011). For plant developmental processes, such as
leaf or flowering phenology, that are dependent on temperature
cues or photoperiod cues tied to climate due to correlated latitudinal gradients (e.g., Chuine and Cour, 1999; Cleland et al., 2007; Hall
et al., 2007; Ingvarsson et al., 2008; Luquez et al., 2008; Morin et al.,
2009; Alberto et al., 2011; Alberto et al., 2013), new conditions may
create asynchrony in these processes (Parmesan, 2006; Blois et al.,
2013). Tree species that are locally adapted across a range of phenotypic traits that affect growth and survival may exhibit a regional,
negative response to climate change (Adams et al., 2009; Chmura
et al., 2011), thus calling for adaptive management of tree populations
using approaches that explicitly acknowledge these patterns, such
as assisted migration (Aitken and Whitlock, 2013).
To identify climate-associated candidate genes in natural populations, a first line of evidence is genetic variation that correlates with
climate gradients (Endler, 1986). Recent studies of tree populations
have used genome-wide scans to find individual single nucleotide
polymorphisms (SNPs) that are extremely correlated with climatic
gradients, thus identifying gene regions putatively affected by spatially divergent selection (Coop et al., 2010; Eckert et al., 2010a, b;
Bashalkhanov et al., 2013). The advantage of genome-wide scans is
that historical impacts of gene flow and genetic drift on adaptive
genetic patterns can be examined simultaneously because of the
large number of markers, most of which are neutral, used to detect
patterns. For species with large genomes or little linkage disequilibrium such as long-lived, outcrossing trees, one limitation would be
that a large portion of the genome would need to be sequenced to
find significantly correlated SNPs (Neale and Savolainen, 2004). An
alternative approach would be to focus on particular sequences of
genes thought to be involved in adaptation to climate (e.g., GonzálezMartínez et al., 2006a; Eckert et al., 2010b; Holliday et al., 2010;
Alberto et al., 2013). An advantage of this approach is that these
functional genes and their alleles can be directly implicated in controlling a portion of the observed adaptive phenotypic variation
(Neale and Savolainen, 2004; González-Martínez et al., 2006b). As a
first step for studies of species with limited genomic resources, this
focused approach would efficiently identify the presence of putatively adaptive genetic variation warranting further study.
Because the response by tree populations to climate change will
be shaped by the geographic structure of adaptive genetic variation,
the overall goal of this study is to search for evidence of spatially

divergent selection in natural populations of valley oak, Quercus lobata Née (Fagaceae), a California endemic tree species. Quercus
species are excellent taxa for studies of spatially divergent selection
in response to variable environments because their wide geographical range is climatically and edaphically diverse (Gailing et al.,
2009), and in particular, populations of valley oak in California
have had relatively stable populations for several hundred thousand
years that are likely to reflect the impact of adaptive processes rather
than recent expansion from glacial refugia (Gugger et al., 2013).
Valley oak is a foundational species that contributes to oak savannah, oak woodland, and riparian oak forests throughout California,
but has suffered severe loss of habitat since the arrival of Europeans
due to the creation of pastures, farmland, vineyards, and housing
developments. To efficiently survey for climatically associated genetic variation, we selected functional genes likely to be important
in response to four types of response to climate: bud burst and flowering phenology, growth, osmotic stress, and temperature stress.
We had three specific objectives. First, we assessed the extent of
population differentiation across all SNPs to identify those with
particularly high values of genetic differentiation (FST). For genes
under spatially divergent selection, the allele frequencies should
differ across populations. Second, we correlated allele frequencies
of the same SNPs with climate variables to find those SNPs that are
overly correlated to climate gradients. The expectation is that genes
under spatially divergent selection due to climate will vary with climate gradients. Third, we conducted a multivariate analysis of suites
of those SNPs that are associated with different functional categories of genes to detect the presence of complex relationships between gradients of SNP frequencies with climatic variables. This
approach can be effective at identifying sets of SNPs under selection
by climate (Sork et al., 2013), as demonstrated for a study of air pollution impacts on red spruce populations (Bashalkhanov et al.,
2013). Finally, we addressed the role of geography and climate in
shaping the distribution of SNP allele frequencies in each of the
four functional groups of genes.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study species—Quercus lobata Née (section Quercus) is a dominant

or codominant species in oak savannas, oak woodlands, and riparian forests across the foothills of the Sierra Nevada, Coastal Ranges,
and Transverse Ranges that surround the Central Valley of California (Griffin and Critchfield, 1972). Quercus lobata populations are
spread across diverse climatic and geographical zones from sea level
to 1700 m a.s.l. In California, tree oaks are foundational species for
the maintenance of biodiversity (Pavlik et al., 1991). This species
has two major eastern and western subpopulations partially separated by the Central Valley that diverged during the Late Pleistocene (about 104 kya, CI = 28–1622 kya, Gugger et al., 2013). Prior
studies have shown significant genetic structure among sites based
on both chloroplast and nuclear microsatellite loci (Grivet et al.,
2006; Grivet et al., 2008; Sork et al., 2009), with significant association with climate variables (Sork et al., 2010; Gugger et al., 2013),
suggesting that climate has affected demographic history, migration, and selection.
Sampling—The goal of our sampling design was to achieve a spatial

distribution of localities that would minimize kinship among individuals from different populations. We accomplished this design by
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sampling localities that were beyond the range of spatial autocorrelation for nuclear or chloroplast microsatellite loci (V. L. Sork, unpublished analyses). Our second criterion was to select sites that maximize
variation along environmental gradients so that we could detect population differences due to spatially divergent selection by climate variables. Thus, we sampled 3–4 Q. lobata individuals 50–300 m apart
within locality and 13 localities distributed throughout the species’
range and representing a range of elevations and climates, yielding
a total sample size of 45 individuals (Fig. 1). We avoided any individuals with phenotypic or genotypic evidence of introgression.
Hybridization in Q. lobata with other species is occasional, but not
extensive (V. L. Sork, unpublished data; Craft et al., 2002).
Candidate gene selection—To identify genetic variation that might
be associated with climate, we selected an initial list of nearly 150
gene fragments thought to play a role in adaptation to climate in
other species and that were available at the time of our survey from
publicly available sources. First, we searched expressed sequence
tag (EST) libraries for Quercus alba and Q. rubra listed in the Fagaceae Genomics Web (www.fagaceae.org) with the following key
words: cold, stress, heat, drought, osmotic stress, flowering, and
growth. We further searched this database for specific genes that
have previously been shown to be under local selection in other
species (Krutovsky and Neale, 2005; González-Martínez et al.,
2006a; Soler et al., 2008). For each of the matching ESTs, we designed
primer pairs in conserved regions using the program Primer3

FIGURE 1 Map of sampling localities in California for Quercus lobata, with
elevations shown by shadings. Based on Bayesian cluster analysis of microsatellite nuclear genetic markers, individuals can be assigned to two
main genetic clusters as indicated by black and white, respectively.
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(Rozen and Skaletsky, 2000). Second, we supplemented the above
primers with published primers for bud burst (Casasoli et al., 2006;
Derory et al., 2006, 2010), osmotic stress (Porth et al., 2005a, b), and
stress and metabolism (Soler et al., 2008). All primers amplified
candidate gene fragments between 280 and 850 bp long.
DNA preparation—Total genomic DNA was extracted from leaf

tissue using a DNeasy Plant Mini Kit (Qiagen, Valencia, California,
USA [CA]) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. All primer
pairs were initially tested in simplex using various PCR conditions
and thermal cycler profiles (Appendix S1, see Supplemental Data
with the online version of this article) and were visually checked on
an agarose gel. In the end, we were able to optimize primers for 71
gene fragments. Primers were pooled into 16 mixes, each containing 3–5 primer pairs that amplified fragments of similar size under
matching conditions (Appendix S1). Using the Qiagen Multiplex
PCR kit, we then amplified each of our 45 samples separately in 16
multiplex panels each. PCR products were cleaned with ExoSAP-IT
(USB Affymetrix, Santa Clara, CA) and quantified using a QuantiT PicoGreen dsDNA Assay kit (Invitrogen, Life Technologies,
Grand Island, New York, USA). PCR products were pooled in equimolar ratios per sample into 45 libraries of 1.5 μg DNA each. By
creating multiplex panels that amplified similarly sized fragments,
we were able to ensure that each amplicon was approximately
equally represented per sample library. Libraries were condensed
using a Qiagen MinElute PCR Purification kit.
We prepared amplicon libraries for sequencing according to
Roche 454 protocols (April 2009) for low molecular weight DNA
samples. We used 1 μg starting DNA per sample library as determined by Nanodrop quantifications. Adapters in the ligation step
were substituted with unique Multiplex Identifier (MID) tags
(Roche 454) to barcode individual libraries. The expected fragment
size distribution was verified for seven sample libraries on an Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer using an RNA 6000 Pico Series II assay
(UCLA Genotyping and Sequencing Core). The 45 single-stranded
libraries were quantified with a Quant-iT RiboGreen RNA Assay
kit (Invitrogen, Life Technologies) and pooled in equimolar ratios
into a single library. Emulsion PCR and sequencing on a quarter
lane of a 454 GS FLX Titanium instrument were implemented at
Research and Testing Laboratories (Lubbock, TX).
Contig assembly and SNP identification—Contigs were assembled
in two stages. The first step was to generate a candidate assembly.
For one gene, elongation factor 1-α (Gene 59), a complete Sanger
sequence was available as the reference (Gugger et al., 2013). For
the remaining genes, FASTA files were extracted from the 454 SFF
read files and sorted by MID tags and primer sequences. Candidate
reads were identified using gene primer sequences, and a single
long read was chosen in the forward and reverse direction to be
used as an initial reference sequence for each gene.
For later analysis, we desired haplotype-phased contigs. We attempted an initial assembly with Roche’s de novo backbone assembly software using the initial reference sequence above, but found it
insufficient for determining haplotypes, so we pursued a mappingbased approach. The original 454 SFF reads were converted to fastq
files and split by MID tag using PyroBayes (Quinlan et al., 2008)
and custom scripts. These were aligned to the initial reference with
ssaha2 (Ning et al., 2001), with the resulting alignments stored in
bam format (Li et al., 2009). SNPs were called with the Genome
Analysis Toolkit (GATK) (McKenna et al., 2010) and stored in vcf
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format (www.1000genomes.org/node/101). We conducted the
alignment and SNP results visually with the Integrated Genomics
Viewer (igv) (Robinson et al., 2011).
This initial mapping identified a significant number of paralogs
and pseudogenes. We observed that these fragments tended to differ significantly from the presumed primary gene, so we filtered out
all reads with more than 5% mismatched bases from the initial reference, ignoring insertion/deletion (indel) mismatches.
The results from this round of alignment allowed us to refine our
initial reference sequences derived from long reads, which were edited to better match our reads. A second round of alignment with
ssha2 was run against these updated contigs, followed again by filtering reads with more than 3% mismatches and variant calling
with GATK. Finally, GATK includes a command, ReadBackedPhasing, which we ran on our variants to produce the desired phased
haplotypes.
To further visualize and annotate SNPs, we rechecked our reference amino acid sequences and reading frames by aligning our gene
consensus sequences using BLASTX, and then visualized and annotated SNPs using these references in Mesquite and MacClade.
Diversity measures and linkage disequilibrium—Diversity statistics were calculated using the C++ software library libsequence
(Thornton, 2002). These included the number of segregating sites
(S), number of haplotypes (h), haplotype diversity (Hd), expected
heterozygosity for each SNP (HE), nucleotide diversity based on the
number of pairwise differences (θπ) and segregating sites (θW), and
D (Tajima, 1989). We estimated levels of linkage disequilibrium
(LD) using the squared allelic correlation coefficient (r2) and the
absolute value of D′ (|D′|) among all pairs of SNPs using the rsq
function in libsequence (Thornton, 2002). We used Fisher’s exact
tests to calculate P values under the null hypothesis that LD estimates at least as extreme as those observed could have arisen under
linkage equilibrium. The decay of LD, as measured using r2, with
distance in base pairs between sites within candidate genes was
evaluated with nonlinear regression using the Gauss–Newton algorithm as implemented in the nls function of the program R (Hill
and Weir, 1988; Remington et al., 2001). Among-gene LD was used
to investigate whether SNPs from different genes within the same
functional category were correlated.
Population genetic differentiation—Hierarchical F statistics

(Yang, 1998) were calculated for candidate gene SNPs using the hierfstat package version 0.04-14 (Goudet, 2005) in R. We ranked the

SNPs according to FST values to identify which genes may be most
likely to be under selection. Using previously published nuclear microsatellites (nSSRs) (Grivet et al., 2008; Sork et al., 2010), we calculated hierarchical F statistics for these same individuals at the same
13 localities to use as a benchmark for the genetic structure at putatively neutral loci. Recognizing that SSRs have higher mutation
rates than SNPs, the comparison of genetic structure should be interpreted cautiously. Nonetheless, the SSR data give us a reference
that is comparable with numerous population genetic studies conducted over that last 25 yr.
Single-locus SNP–climate environmental associations—We used
five climatic variables as defined by Sork et al. (2010) measured for
each locality (Table 1): mean annual precipitation (MAP), growing-degree days above 5°C (GDD5), maximum temperature (Tmax),
minimum temperature (Tmin), and temperature seasonality (Tseas).
Climate data were obtained by downscaling monthly 4 km PRISM
climate data (Daly et al., 2008) for the period 1971–2000 with 90 m
digital elevation grids using a modified gradient–inverse-distance
square interpolation method (Flint and Flint, 2007). The downscaled data are preferable when looking at climate variation because
local microclimate could influence local genetic composition dramatically. The reliability analysis of downscaling from the 4 km
PRISM cells to 90 m for California regions showed no bias among
geographic regions (Flint and Flint, 2007).
SNPs associated with climate were identified using an association mapping approach with climate as the phenotype (Eckert et al.,
2010c). We employed the approach of Price et al. (2006), but without corrections for neutral population history given that our sample of genes was not a random sample of background genetic
variation, but functional genes likely to be under some kind of
selection. We modified the test statistic from the method of Price
et al. (2006) from R = (N – k – 1)r2 to R = (N – 1)r2, where k is the
number of principal components retained to describe neutral population structure, N is the sample size, and r2 is the squared correlation coefficient for the correlation of the centered and standardized
genotypes at a SNP with the centered and standardized values for a
particular climate variable. All other aspects of the method remained the same, so that P values were obtained by assuming the
modified R followed a χ2 distribution with one degree of freedom.
Multiple tests were accounted for using a simple Bonferroni correction, with the nominal α value set at 0.05 which then corresponds
to a corrected significance threshold of α = 5.128 × 10−05 [i.e., α =
0.05/(195 SNPs × 5 climate variables)].

TABLE 1. Spatial and climate data for sampling localities for Quercus lobata. (See Materials and Methods for description of climate variables.)

Site
4
5
11
42
52
67
71
80
88
90
91
98
101

Latitude

Longitude

Elevation

GDD5

Climate

Tmin

MAP

Tseas

36.099
36.486
37.979
39.910
34.942
39.644
38.488
37.063
36.236
35.669
34.734
37.325
38.267

−118.867
−119.121
−120.388
−122.090
−118.632
−123.531
−122.149
−121.198
−121.478
−120.931
−120.280
−121.668
−120.503

245
181
548
52
1455
609
304
354
358
287
243
671
731

4351
4528.3
3525.7
4198
2813
2714
3834
4082
3508
3782
3665
3968
3463

355.7
363
341.7
346
289
292
333
324
341
338
267
292
326

16.3
23
2
21
0
0
23
30
0
10
36
58
13

405.3
358.7
786.7
573
446
1777
690
350
460
410
427
601
945

46.3
47
42
43
41
26
37
42
27
26
8
36
42
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Multivariate SNP–climate associations—To test the multivariate

relationships between genetic variation with geography and climate, we conducted redundancy (RDA) and partial redundancy
analyses (pRDAs) using the vegan library in R (Oksanen et al.,
2015) for both the SNP and SSR data. For these analyses, SNP data
were coded as counts of the minor allele for each tree (i.e., 0, 1 or 2
copies in each tree), which were then centered and standardized
following Patterson et al. (2006). SSR data were coded in a similar
fashion, which is standard practice for multivariate analyses on genotypic data (Smouse and Williams, 1982), where each allele at
each locus was coded as if it were a biallelic locus (i.e., 0, 1, or 2
copies in each tree). In both cases, missing data were imputed as the
mean value for each locus (i.e., 0). Given that one of our main objectives was to assess signals of spatially divergent selection apparent in the SNP data, we focused primarily on the pRDA models
where the effects of climate were conditioned on the effects of geography. Geography in these models was assessed using latitude and
longitude only because higher order terms (e.g., squares and cubes)
and their cross products created too strong a collinearity between
geographical and climatic variables. Statistical significance of RDA
and pRDA models, as well as of each multivariate axis in each
model, was assessed using a permutation-based analysis of variance
(ANOVA) procedure with 9999 permutations. All hypothesis testing assumed α = 0.05.
For comparison to the single-locus analyses, we correlated loadings of each SNP on the statistically significant pRDA axes from the
model of climate conditional on geography to the –log10 of the
P value derived from the method of Price et al. (2006). If both methods give similar results, a significant correlation (either positive or
negative) between these two quantities should be observed. For
these analyses, correlation was assessed using Pearson correlation
coefficients and its statistical significance was tested using asymptotic, two-tailed t tests with α = 0.05.
Variance partitioning of geographical and climatic effects—We

further used results from the RDA and pRDA models to assess the
relative contributions of climate and geography to multilocus genetic structure. We partitioned the explainable variance in both the
SNP and SSR data using a standard variance partitioning approach
as implemented in the varpart function in the vegan library of R. In
this approach, the pure effects of climate and of geography are
functions of the adjusted R2 from the pRDA models of either climate conditioned on geography (pure climate effect) or geography
conditioned on climate (pure geography effect). To obtain the
shared (or joint) effect of climate and geography, the pure effects of
climate and geography were subtracted from the adjusted R2 of the
RDA model with both climate and geography as predictors. Lastly,
the relative contributions of each effect (pure effect of climate, pure
effect of geography and their shared effect) were calculated as a
fraction of the total explainable variance in the RDA model with
both climate and geography as predictors (i.e., the adjusted R2).

RESULTS
Diversity measures and linkage disequilibrium—The quarter lane
run on a Roche 454 Titanium FLX Instrument yielded 121,979
reads totaling 25,675,647 bp. The mean read length was 210 bp and
ranged from 12 to 573 bp. In some cases, we identified separate
nonoverlapping contigs based on forward and backward reads for
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the same gene sequence; these contigs are labeled with an “f” or “r”
following the gene label. After removing sizing on the extreme
ends, this procedure resulted in 195 SNPs from 48 contigs of 51–
736 bp (mean = 226 bp) from 40 candidate genes, which we grouped
into the following four functional categories: osmotic stress, temperature stress, growth, and bud burst or flowering genes (Appendix S2, see online Supplemental Data). A summary of diversity
measures (online Appendix S3) shows that Tajima’s D was negative
on average (−0.44), which could have resulted from population expansions and/or some form of linked selection. LD decayed rapidly
within 100 bp (online Appendix S4), consistent with other highly
outcrossing trees (e.g., Brown et al., 2004; Eckert et al., 2009). Inspection of a heatmap for r2 and |D′| indicated little intragenic and
virtually no intergenic linkage disequilibrium (online Appendix
S5), even though some intergenic estimates of r2 were statistically
significant (P < 0.05).
Population genetic differentiation—Using 38 genes that contained

SNPs, we calculated hierarchical F statistics of all categories of
SNPs, which yielded relatively low genetic structure, especially in
comparison with estimates for neutral SSR loci (Table 2. The signature of vicariance between the western and eastern regional populations based on SSR loci (FRT = 0.054) that has been reported
elsewhere (Gugger et al., 2013) was not at all apparent for SNPs
where average genetic differentiation was negligible (FRT = 0.008).
When we look at the type of SNP, we found that F statistic estimates
were lowest for nonsynonymous SNPs (FST = 0.007), intermediate
for synonymous SNPs (FST = 0.025), and highest for noncoding
SNPs (FST = 0.057). All these values are much less than the average
FST = 0.12 observed at nSSR loci.
The multilocus values of genetic differentiation differed across
categories of functional genes, with osmotic stress and temperature
stress SNPs having the lowest average values of FST and budburst/
flowering genes having the highest average values. The 10 highest
estimates (top 5%) of F statistics for individual SNPs ranged from
FST = 0.281 to FST = 0.628 (Fig. 2). These values are 10 to 20 times
larger than the multilocus estimate for the entire set of 195 SNPs.
Within those top 10 SNPs, budburst/flowering genes contained six
of the top 10 values, including two SNPs with FST = 0.628 that were
found within genes Aux-Rep and Ras1 (see Appendix S2 for functions
and Appendix S6 for full set of values). Temperature stress Genes
42 (heat shock protein 17.4) and 57 (elongation factor 1-α; see
Appendix S2) had one SNP each within the top-10 values of FST
(0.628 and 0.311, respectively, Appendix S6). Finally, we found
two top-10 SNP estimates within growth genes 65 and 94 (see
TABLE 2. Summary of F statistics across all 195 SNPs (one general stress SNP is
not included), for subsets of SNPs associated with functional gene categories,
for SNP categories, and for putatively neutral nuclear SSR markers. (Number
of genes is given in parentheses).

Category
All SNPs
Bud burst/flowering (7)
Growth (5)
Osmotic stress (16)
Temperature stress (10)
Noncoding
Nonsynonymous
Synonymous
nSSRs

FRT

FSR

FST

0.010
−0.010
0.004
0.019
0.008
0.014
0.009
0.006
0.054

0.022
0.115
0.035
0.000
0.011
0.044
0.016
0.030
0.094

0.031
0.106
0.039
0.019
0.018
0.057
0.007
0.025
0.122
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FIGURE 2 Frequency of FST values among 13 sampling localities for Quercus lobata for 195 single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs).

Appendix S6). Thus, the functional gene categories included different numbers of SNPs that identify genes that are strong candidates
for differential selection across populations.
Single locus SNP-climate environmental associations—We conducted outlier analyses for the 195 SNPs examining the correlation in allele frequencies with five environmental variables
(Fig. 3). Even though the threshold for significance of α = 0.05
lowered the threshold to P = 5.128 × 10−05 to correct for multiple
tests, we still observed several highly significant associations
between candidate SNPs and mean annual precipitation (MAP;
Fig. 3E): five SNPs from two budburst genes (Gene Aux and Gene
Ras1) and three SNPs from two temperature stress genes (Genes 42,
heat shock protein 17.4, and Gene 59, elongation factor 1-α; see
Appendix S2). SNPs associated with osmotic stress genes did not
have outliers across any of the climate variables (Fig. 3). The gradient of MAP was driven by a unique population in the northwest
part of the distribution (Pop 67, Table 1), which greatly increased
the range of precipitation values. The minimum and maximum
temperature variables had the fewest number of outliers. Minimum and maximum temperature were the climate variables that
had the fewest number of outliers. In sum, the four functional
categories of genes differed in their associations across climate
variables (Fig. 3).
Multivariate SNP–climate environmental associations—We used
a pRDA model of climate conditioned on geography to assess
the role of climate in structuring genetic diversity for SNPs. This
model was highly, statistically significant (F5, 36 = 1.3516, P = 0.0004;
Table 3A). This model explained 14.78% (R2) of the overall variance,
with pRDA axes 1 and 2 accounting for 34.81% and 19.12% of this
effect. The percentage of overall variance (14.78%) was more than
double the variance explained by the conditioning variables of latitude and longitude (R2 = 0.0649). When adjusting the explained
variance for the high dimensionality of the data, the R2adj for climate
dropped to 0.0403. Axis 1 was highly statistically significant (F1, 36 =
2.3525, P = 0.0001), whereas Axis 2 was marginally significant (F1, 36 =
1.2921, P = 0.0567). Inspection of the loadings of environmental
variables on pRDA Axis 1 revealed that MAP and GDD5 dominated it, whereas Axis 2 was dominated by Tseas (Table 3B).

The loadings of 195 SNPs on the first pRDA axis varied across
the functional gene categories (Fig. 4). Most of the variation among
categories, however, was in the tails of the distributions, with bud
burst, osmotic stress, and temperature stress related gene categories
skewed leftward (i.e., toward negative values). Given the negative
loading of MAP onto pRDA Axis 1, these negative values represent a positive association of minor allele counts for single trees
with MAP for these SNPs. This leftward skew was composed of
three outliers for bud burst (GeneAuxF_79, GeneAuxF_245, GeneAuxF_264), two outliers for osmotic stress (Gene118R_47, Gene116F_47), and six outliers for the temperature stress categories
(Gene42F_40, Gene59_125, Gene59_185, Gene59_329, Gene59_659,
Gene59_701; Fig. 4). Outliers in this case were simply those SNPs
that were greater than 1.5 times the interquartile range away from
the median of the distribution of loadings for on the pRDA Axis 1
by functional gene category. Of these 11 outliers, five were significant after corrections for multiple tests in the single-locus analyses
for environmental associations with MAP (Fig. 3E), and nine had P
values < 0.005. The two SNPs that differed between methods were
those in the leftward tail of the distribution of loadings for osmotic
stress. These two SNPs, however, still had P values <0.05 for an association with MAP.
Comparison of loadings for individual SNPs on pRDA Axis 1
and the P values from the single-locus tests revealed a strong consistency in the detection of important SNPs (Fig. 5). The loadings
on the pRDA Axis 1 were highly correlated with the –log10 of the
P values from single-locus tests associating genetic variation for
SNPs to MAP (r = −0.8519) and GDD5 (r = −0.7136). Both of these
correlation coefficients were statistically significant (P < 2.2e-16).
Thus, the signal of outliers was consistent across methods, with
both methods identifying strongly overlapping sets of SNPs as putatively non-neutral.
Variance partitioning of geographical and climatic effects—Cli-

mate accounted for most of the explained genetic variation for
SNPs (67.6%, Table 4), while geography alone explained only 12.8%
(Table 4). The pRDA model of geography conditioned on climate
variables, moreover, was not statistically significant for SNPs (F2, 36
= 1.1546, P = 0.098). To benchmark these patterns, we also partitioned the geographical and climatic effects using putatively neutral
SSRs. In contrast to the SNPs, climate alone accounted for 32.1% of
the explained variation and geography alone explained 40.4% (Table 4). The collinearity of climate and geography, moreover, was
much lower in the SNP model than the SSR model (19.6% vs.
27.5%, Table 4). Thus, SNPs located within functional gene loci had
much more of the partitioned variance explained by the pure effects
of climate relative to the putatively neutral SSR loci.

DISCUSSION
Our analysis of 40 functional genes, chosen because of their potential relationship to plant responses to climate, reveals several patterns consistent with spatially divergent selection. First, we
identified 10 SNPs from six genes (i.e., the top 5%) with values of
FST that were 10- to 20-fold larger than the multilocus value, which
makes them good candidates for diversifying selection (Fig. 2 and
Table 5): bud burst genes Aux-repressed and Ras1; growth genes 65
and 94; temperature stress genes 42 (heat shock protein 17.4) and
57 (elongation factor 1α). Next, an environmental association analysis
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FIGURE 3 Manhattan plots showing the environmental association analysis based on P values (–log10P) of the correlation tests of SNP frequencies with
climate gradients for five climate variables (A–E). Dashed horizontal lines give significance thresholds. The SNPs are organized within four functional
gene categories (see online Appendix S2 for list of genes).

of the same 195 SNPs identified four of the six genes as containing
SNPs significantly correlated with climate gradients. Six of eight
outlier SNPs also had FST values ranked in the top 5% rank (Table 5)
and a seventh SNP was ranked in the top 6%. Finally, our multivariate environmental association analysis using RDA found that the
same three budburst/flowering genes and two temperature stress
genes had SNPs with loading values on the first redundancy axis in
the top 5%. This strong congruence between genetic differentiation and single and multivariate environmental associations in the
same genes suggests that auxin-repressed gene, Ras1 gene, and
heat shock protein 17.4 may be involved in local adaptation to climate. Here, we will explore in more detail the information revealed
by this first search for evidence of climatically adaptive genetic
variation, recognizing that our sample design calls for cautious
interpretation.

Genetic differentiation among localities and across genes—Using
48 contigs derived from 40 candidate genes associated with response to climate, we found 195 SNPs from populations sampled
throughout the species range. The patterns of population differentiation we observed for these SNPs differed markedly from those
found for putatively neutral SSR markers. For SSR loci, we found
significant population differentiation across the 13 localities between eastern and western regions (FRT = 0.05) and among subpopulations across the entire range (FST = 0.12), which are similar
to our other studies with much larger samples and numbers of localities (Grivet et al., 2008; Sork et al., 2010; Gugger et al., 2013). In
general, Q. lobata has more genetic structure than the European
white oak, Q. petraea, based on the reported mean nSSR estimate of
FST = 0.013 for nine populations sampled by Derory et al. (2010).
The high genetic structure in valley oak may have been shaped by
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its long evolutionary history in a region of high topographic heterogeneity of California that could have influenced both migration and
selection. The finding that SNPs from different functional genes
differ from each other and from SSRs in their patterns of differentiation would imply that neutral processes alone cannot account for
population differentiation. This finding persists even if we adjust
for heterozygosity differences. For example, SNPs, on average, exhibited essentially no differentiation between populations on both
sides of the Central Valley of California unlike the SSRs. Thus, the
geographic genetic footprint of historical migration and population
bottlenecks over the evolutionary history of these populations has
not affected the geographic distribution of SNP allele frequencies in
a similar manner to that of SSRs.
Our data provide two types of initial evidence for spatially divergent selection. First, we found an unusually large number (42%) of
the 195 SNPs with essentially zero differentiation across localities.
These SNPs may be located in genes under strong purifying selection for a single global optimum. This interpretation coincides with
the negative overall average of Tajima’s D. The second and more
relevant type is spatially divergent selection due to variable climate
conditions. Six genes contained SNPs with high differentiation
across sites that thus merit further scrutiny as candidate genes under spatially divergent selection. Two genes were associated with
budburst (Aux-Rep and Ras1, aka ASI), which were also investigated in a study of nine European oak populations grown in a common garden with different budburst timing (Derory et al., 2010).
Aux-rep is an auxin-repressed protein, which Derory et al. (2006)
reported was downregulated from quiescent to developing buds. In
this same study, Ras1 was highly expressed in buds at the quiescent
stage, which indicates that hydrolysis of storage starch is repressed
in the quiescent bud. In contrast to our findings, Derory et al.
(2010) reported that SNPs in these two genes show evidence of purifying selection toward a global optimum. In contrast, Alberto
et al. (2013) found the ASI gene to be a significant FST outlier in a set
of populations along an altitudinal gradient. They did not report
any significant outlier SNPs in Aux-Rep. Thus, this comparison of
the two studies with ours leads to a preliminary conclusion that the
same genes may not be involved in local adaptation across species.
Overall, the magnitude of genetic differentiation of SNPs for Q.
lobata was comparable to the estimates across bud burst genes in Q.
petraea (Alberto et al., 2013). We observed the overall average value
of FST across the 195 SNPs to be 0.03, while they report a mean FST =
0.02 for 161 SNPs across 21 populations from a latitudinal gradient.
The two studies differ, however, in the magnitude of the differentiation for outliers. In our study, the top 5% of SNPs had values ranging from 0.281 to 0.628. In Q. petraea, using Bayescan, they
identified 19 SNPs as significant outliers with estimates of differentiation ranging from 0.019 to 0.085. Thus, it appears that valley oak
in California has much greater genetic differentiation at specific loci
than found in the European white oak. We do not know whether
the difference is due to greater climatic differences among localities
that would allow the evolution of greater local adaptation, the
greater ages of divergence among California subpopulations, which
are more than 150,000 yr old (Gugger et al., 2013) vs. the younger
European oak populations that have expanded in the last ~20,000 yr
since the last glacial maximum (Petit et al., 2002). It could also be
differences in methodology, but our neutral genetic structure is also
greater than that found in Europe with the same markers.
We found genes with high estimates of genetic differentiation
in other types of functional genes than bud burst. SNPs in two

temperature stress genes 42 and 57 showed high differentiation
across populations (FST = 0.629, 0.311, respectively), as did SNPs
within two growth genes 65 and 94 (FST = 0.365, 0.351, respectively). Gene 42 is heat shock protein 17.4, which is induced by heat
shock in Arabidopsis thaliana and Oryza sativa (Waters, 1995).
Gene 57 codes for elongation factor 1-α, which is involved in protein synthesis and described as related to temperature stress found
in the Fagaceae Genomics website in 2014 (www.fagaceae.org). In
sum, our focus on candidate genes revealed many SNPs that appear
to be under strong purifying selection toward a global optimum
and several others that are good candidates for comprising some of
the basis for adaption of Q. lobata populations.
Evidence for selection by climate variables—Our environmental
association analysis provides another source of evidence that these
genes may have experienced spatially divergent selection related to
climate (Fig. 3). After controlling for multiple tests, the only climate
variable that was significantly correlated with outlier SNPs was
MAP, which was the climate variable with the greatest range of values, including an upper values represented by a single locality. Our
environmental association results can be compared with those of
Alberto et al. (2013) who tested for correlations of climate with allele frequencies at SNPs across a set of bud burst/flowering genes
for Q. petraea populations. They reported seven genes of 105 as
containing SNPs with significant correlations to climate variables.
One of those significant SNPs was correlated with climate in multiple transects, which they proposed is an important candidate gene
affecting local adaption for bud burst. Unlike our study, they found
that temperature variables were more likely to be significant than
precipitation variables, which may reflect a greater influence of
temperature than precipitation on bud burst and growth in their

TABLE 3. Summary of redundancy analysis (RDA) of 195 SNPs with climate and
geographic variables. The overall RDA was highly significant (F5, 36 = 1.3516,
P = 0.0004). (A) Summary statistics for five of eight partial redundancy axes.
(B) Loadings of climate with top two redundancy axes, holding geography
constant. (C) Loadings for each SNP with first partial RDA (pRDA) axis. PVE =
percentage constrained variance explained.

(A) Summary of pRDA statistics.
PVE
pRDA
axis Eigenvalue Unconstrained Constrained %
Axis 1
Axis 2
Axis 3
Axis 4
Axis 5

19.2659
10.5812
9.8394
8.7357
6.9229

0.0550
0.0302
0.0281
0.0249
0.0198

34.8
19.1
17.8
15.8
12.5

F

Df num,
den

P

2.3525
1.2921
1.2015
1.0667
0.8454

1, 36
1, 36
1, 36
1, 36
1, 36

0.0001
0.0567
0.1395
0.3712
0.8837

(B) Loadings of climate variables for first two axes, holding geography
constant.
Climate variable
GDD5
Tmax
Tmin
Tseas
MAP
P value
PVE

RDA1

RDA2

0.641
0.341
0.476
0.174
−0.642
0.001
34.8

−0.177
−0.206
0.248
0.403
0.016
0.057
19.1
continued
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TABLE 3, continued

(C) Summary of loadings of 194 SNPs with two first redundancy axes, holding geography constant. The SNPs are grouped by functional category.
Bud burst and flowering
SNP
76R_265
79F_145
79F_167
79F_238
79F_259
79F_316
AuxF_126
AuxF_245
AuxF_264
AuxF_59
AuxF_79
AuxF_82
AuxR_64
Dag2R_76
GalaF_30
GalaF_35
GalaF_60
GalaF_71
GalaF_92
H3R_44
Ras1F_129
Ras1F_130
Ras1F_138
Ras1F_157
Ras1F_191
Ras1F_227
Ras1F_251
Ras1F_256
Ras1F_259
Ras1F_26
Ras1F_266
Ras1F_282
Ras1F_290
Ras1F_304
Ras1F_306
Ras1F_65
Ras1F_69
Ras1F_70
Ras1F_87
Ras1F_97

Growth

Osmotic stress

Temperature stress genes

RDA-1

RDA-2

SNP

RDA-1

RDA-2

SNP

RDA-1

RDA-2

SNP

RDA-1

RDA-2

−0.125
0.120
0.120
−0.030
0.120
0.120
−0.059
−0.672
0.040
0.133
−0.767
−0.767
0.110
−0.081
0.016
0.125
−0.025
0.057
−0.035
0.025
−0.386
−0.228
−0.025
0.097
−0.087
−0.543
−0.541
0.120
−0.444
−0.094
−0.038
−0.564
−0.041
0.071
0.110
0.018
0.110
0.071
−0.292
−0.042

0.205
0.244
0.244
0.060
0.244
0.244
−0.011
−0.033
−0.052
0.045
−0.010
−0.010
0.018
0.122
0.170
−0.114
−0.206
0.010
−0.020
−0.067
0.070
−0.155
−0.004
−0.031
−0.042
0.099
0.060
0.244
0.081
0.136
0.121
0.051
−0.190
−0.035
0.018
−0.047
0.018
−0.035
0.313
−0.175

51F_21
51F_104
51R_10
51R_46
64F_47
65R_101
65R_189
70F_35
70F_42
70F_279
70F_282
70F_398
94F_41
94F_93
94F_161
94F_212
94F_236
94R_15
94R_39
BadhR_78
Dhn3F_27
Dhn3F_29
Dhn3R_46
100R_177
100R_191
100R_220
100R_33
100R_5
106F_24
106F_29
106R_49
106R_61

−0.036
−0.190
0.020
−0.302
0.040
0.017
−0.096
0.015
−0.036
−0.093
0.190
0.006
0.148
0.146
0.120
−0.170
0.083
0.148
0.100
−0.038
−0.087
0.009
−0.036
−0.060
0.091
0.130
0.110
0.110
0.021
−0.080
0.179
0.179

−0.292
−0.259
0.135
−0.039
−0.052
0.046
−0.082
−0.029
−0.292
−0.039
−0.100
−0.060
0.175
0.232
0.244
0.287
0.180
0.175
0.269
0.121
−0.042
0.097
0.147
0.109
−0.13
−0.03
0.018
0.018
−0.158
0.282
0.204
0.204

100R_177
100R_191
100R_220
100R_33
100R_5
106F_24
106F_29
106R_49
106R_61
108F_32
108F_46
108F_52
109F_53
111F_103
112R_180
112R_51
112R_56
113F_40
114R_41
116F_187
116F_212
116F_228
116F_230
116F_233
116F_242
116F_244
116F_261
116F_27
116F_278
116F_286
116F_47
116F_61
116F_63
116F_76
116R_30
116R_7
117F_104
117F_123
117F_24
118R_127
118R_136
118R_204
118R_232
118R_245
118R_277
118R_290
118R_53
34F_145
34F_60
34F_78
34R_197
34R_199
34R_292
34R_321
34R_328
34R_35
34R_39
61F_98
62R_293
62R_328
62R_342
BadhR_104
BadhR_110

−0.060
0.091
0.130
0.110
0.110
0.021
−0.080
0.179
0.179
0.048
0.050
−0.089
−0.014
0.065
−0.083
0.107
0.020
0.093
0.006
0.221
0.045
0.154
0.047
−0.284
0.105
−0.057
0.026
0.125
0.090
0.032
−0.023
0.149
0.059
0.021
0.001
0.062
0.023
−0.041
0.018
0.229
0.001
0.007
−0.114
0.136
−0.302
−0.114
0.051
0.038
0.055
0.156
−0.043
0.041
0.018
0.041
0.073
−0.137
−0.105
−0.036
0.135
0.190
0.039
0.040
0.110

0.109
−0.13
−0.03
0.018
0.018
−0.158
0.282
0.204
0.204
0.181
0.037
−0.036
−0.189
0.085
−0.036
−0.105
−0.041
0.109
−0.06
0.05
0.077
−0.159
−0.114
0.042
−0.058
0
−0.043
−0.134
0.121
−0.128
−0.206
−0.041
0.013
0.127
−0.086
0.05
−0.111
0.166
−0.046
0.132
−0.251
−0.192
0.189
0.133
0.095
0.189
0.081
−0.053
−0.014
−0.085
0.043
−0.057
−0.09
−0.057
0.027
−0.138
−0.165
−0.292
−0.073
−0.1
0.001
−0.052
0.018

10R_90
10R_193
19F_27
42F_40
56R_23
56R_65
56R_80
56R_83
56R_297
56R_300
56R_312
56R_345
56R_375
56R_386
56R_387
57F_67
57F_97
57F_211
59_101
59_125
59_185
59_236
59_257
59_272
59_294
59_299
59_317
59_329
59_350
59_389
59_407
59_520
59_590
59_659
59_689
59_701
5R_76
5R_153
5R_190
5R_201
5R_235
5R_262
73F_51
73F_196
73F_201
73F_203
73F_264
73F_297
73R_64
85F_68
85F_158
85F_179
85F_188
85R_205
91F_7
91F_50
91F_53
91F_86
91F_110
91F_167

0.156
0.213
−0.036
−0.767
−0.025
−0.006
−0.005
0.102
0.064
0.075
0.147
−0.032
0.011
−0.165
−0.184
0.165
0.096
0.171
0.043
−0.514
−0.379
0.116
0.116
0.165
0.026
0.026
0.037
−0.455
−0.089
0.116
0.026
0.106
0.106
−0.422
−0.027
−0.379
−0.134
−0.001
0.016
−0.007
−0.007
0.052
−0.026
0.227
0.149
−0.074
0.007
0.155
0.042
0.029
0.209
−0.080
0.021
−0.065
−0.178
−0.007
0.146
0.035
0.071
0.071

−0.158
0.160
−0.292
−0.010
−0.201
−0.022
−0.049
−0.129
−0.064
0.118
0.090
−0.029
−0.117
−0.064
−0.035
0.232
0.084
0.090
0.296
0.125
0.134
0.246
0.246
0.195
0.057
0.057
−0.047
0.041
−0.037
0.246
0.057
0.023
0.014
0.164
0.253
0.134
0.026
−0.042
0.072
0.002
0.002
0.035
0.258
−0.156
0.022
−0.003
−0.033
0.006
−0.018
−0.038
0.072
−0.265
−0.110
−0.029
0.292
0.002
−0.006
−0.132
−0.035
−0.035
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FIGURE 4 Box plot of the loadings of individual SNPs, by functional gene
category, with the first partial redundancy analysis (pRDA) axis. Outliers
fall outside the 95% distribution.

study region. Of the genes that overlap between the two studies, no
loci that were significant for their study were significant in ours,
and vice versa.
Our study also used a multivariate approach because polygenetic
traits are unlikely to have strong single-locus outliers, and this
method allows us to test the environmental association with genetic
variation for all SNPs simultaneously (Le Corre and Kremer, 2003,
2012; Berg and Coop, 2014). We found significant correlations between genotype and climate variables for the RDA based on the 195
SNPs, conditioned on geography (Table 3). As we pointed out already, we found high congruence between SNPs with high loadings
and those with high FST values and significantly high climate associations (see Fig. 5). It is reassuring that the same SNPs indicate
similar levels of associations between single-locus and multivariate
methods. However, the fact that several SNPs had loadings above
0.40 when associated with GDD5 were not significant outliers in
the single-locus analysis raises the question of how many SNPs go
undetected because the adjusted P values are very low after multiple
tests (Fig. 5B).
The multivariate analysis points to other potential cases of false
negatives. For example, in the osmotic stress induced genes, we
found that no SNPs were significant outliers in the single-locus test
nor were there any top 5% loadings with the first pRDA. However,
when we examined the distribution of SNP loadings within the osmotic stress induced genes (Fig. 4), two genes had one SNP each
that were outside the 95% distribution: Genes 116 and 118. Moreover, in each of these genes, we found two SNPs with loadings
on RDA-1 axis that were in the top 10% rankings of the 195 SNPs.
Both genes were experimentally identified as osmotic stress
genes in oaks (Porth et al., 2005b). Gene 116 codes for glutathione
S-transferase (GST), which Porth et al. (2005b) indicated has a role
in environmental adaptation. Alberto et al. (2013) found that this
same gene was significantly associated with bud phenological traits
along an environmental gradient. The other osmotic stress induced

FIGURE 5 The relationship between loadings on the first pRDA axis and
–log10 P values for (A) mean annual precipitation (MAP) and (B) growing
degree-days above 5°C (GDD5). The vertical dashed line in each plot represents the multiple test corrected significance level. PVE = percentage
constrained variance explained.

gene was an oxylase-like protein in the oxylase/oxygenase gene
family (Porth et al., 2005a) and had one noncoding SNP and one
nonsynonymous SNP with high loadings. Future studies of valley
oak should pay attention to the osmotic stress genes as candidates
for climate-associated candidate genes.
Geography vs. climate—The redundancy analysis results in Table 3

indicated that all five climate variables contributed to the RDA axes
1 and 2, with precipitation (MAP) and growing degree-days above
5°C (GDD5) loading most and temperature seasonality loading
least. This analysis also partitioned the variation in our genetic data
sets according to the percentage of explained variance, PVE, due to
climate alone, geography alone, or both (Table 4). For the SNPs,
67% of the explained variance was due to climate alone, which may
reflect the fact that the genes were selected as potentially involved
in response to climate. Geography alone accounted for only 13% of
explained variance, when conditioned on climate. In contrast, the
analysis of putatively neutral SSRs yield 32% due to climate alone
and 40% due to geography alone. Recognizing that SNPs and SSRs
have different mutation rates, the comparison of the variance partitioning provides a useful illustration of the differences between the
climate association of genes that include adaptive variation and
those that include mostly neutral variation. Our patterns contrast
with a similar RDA analysis of lodgepole pine (Pinus contorta)
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TABLE 4. Partitioning the variance associated with climate variables alone, latitude and longitude spatial location alone, and share variance between climate
and geography, based on a redundancy analysis (RDA) for 195 SNPs and 9 SSRs for 13 localities. Adjusted R2, its significance level, and percentage of explained
variance (PVE) are reported.

SNPs
Effect

SSRs

Adjusted R2 (%)

P

PVE (%)

Adjusted R2 (%)

P

PVE (%)

4.0
5.2
0.8
1.9
1.2
94.0

0.0001
0.0001
0.1022
0.0004
—
—

67.6
87.2
12.8
32.4
19.6
—

4.4
8.1
5.5
9.2
3.7
86.4

0.0011
0.0001
0.0001
0.0001
—
—

32.1
59.6
40.4
67.9
27.5
—

Climate
Climate + shared
Geography
Geography + shared
Shared
Residual

based on 17 localities, 368 trees, and 438 SNPs for that species
(Cullingham et al., 2014). In this study, their model explained a
higher percentage variation than ours (27.3% in lodgepole pine vs.
6% in valley oak), but it also had a much lower percentage of the
PVE explained by climate than we found in valley oak (15% due to
environment alone in lodgepole pine vs. 67% in valley oak). Consequently, the lodgepole pine and our valley oak studies had about 4%
adjusted R2 due to the environment conditioned on geography.
Sample design, choice of markers, and environmental cline apparently will influence any assessment of geography vs. climate.
Limitations and future directions—This study conveys promising
findings of the ability to detect the geographic patterns of putatively
adaptive genetic variation using selected candidate genes in natural
populations of Q. lobata. This study is limited because we only used
SNPs from functional genes, which included many with evidence of
purifying selection that confounds genome-wide comparison for
outliers (Maruki et al., 2012). Future studies should include random
loci that estimate the genome-wide genetic structure shaped by
TABLE 5. Comparison of top contigs from specific genes and SNPs (after
hyphen) with evidence from at least one statistical analysis indicating spatially
divergent selection. SNPs within gene contigs are ranked by FST value and
then by multivariate correlation from first axis of canonical correlation model.
(See Materials and Methods for description of FST, single-locus environmental
association analyses, and RDA. See Appendix S2 for genes.)

Gene contig-SNP

Polymorphism
type a

Budburst and flowering (2 genes)
AuxF-79
NC
AuxF-82
NC
AuxF-245
NS
Ras1F-227
SY
Ras1F-251
SY
Ras1F-259
NS
Ras1F-282
NS
Growth (2 genes)
65R-189
NC
94F-212
NS
Temperature stress (3 genes)
Gene42F-40
NS
Gene57F-97
SY
Gene59-125
SY
Gene59-329
SY
a

Loading
with
RDA-1 d

FST b

Single-locus P c

0.628
0.628
0.492
0.315
0.346
*0.278
0.281

8.74375E-08
8.74375E-08
1.86239E-06
3.3991E-07
4.14601E-05

−0.767
−0.767
−0.672
−0.543
−0.541
−0.444
−0.564

8.74375E-08

−0.767

7.45124E-07
4.09813E-07

−0.514
−0.455

0.365
0.350
0.628
0.311
*0.236

Synonymous (SY), nonsynonymous (NS) mutation, or within noncoding (NC) regions.
FST > 0.281 represents the top 5% of the 195 SNPs.
c
P < 5.128 × 10−5 represent α < 0.05, after correction for multiple tests.
d
Top 5% of SNPSs in RDA-1.
* Within top 10% of ranked values.
b

demographic history to detect outlier SNPs and candidate genes
against an appropriate background (Sork et al., 2013). To gain more
power to identify the genes that are potentially under selection and
the climate gradients that are important agents of selection, it will
be necessary to include a larger number of sample localities and a
greater range of climate gradients. The increase in sample size will
not only yield better geographic maps of adaptive genetic variation,
but it will also improve the statistical power of the tests.
This study was designed to test whether specific genes associated
with response to climate in other studies show evidence of spatially
divergent selection and environmental association. Other methods
are available that will allow the identification of additional genes.
For example, methods that sample a larger proportion of the genome,
such as restriction-site-associated DNA sequencing (e.g., RADseq,
Baird et al., 2008) or genotyping by sequencing (GBS, Elshire et al.,
2011), are feasible for nonmodel systems (Sork et al., 2013). Studies
are underway to use this approach (P. F. Gugger and V. L. Sork,
unpublished data). However, these methods sample only a small
percentage of the genome and are not effective at finding genes underlying specific phenotypes (V. L. Sork, personal observation).
Moreover, they also generate more SNPs, if the study has at least a
rough draft genome (V. L. Sork, personal observation). So a hybrid
approach, which uses targeted sequencing of candidate genes and
random genome-wide subsampling, will provide a robust way to
find SNPs and genes that are selection by climate. As sequencing
costs decline, whole-transcriptome or whole-genome sequencing
will improve the detection of adaptive variation underlying local
adaptation. Eventually, to understand whether genes showing spatially divergent selection enhance local adaptation in plant populations, we will need to associate that variation with phenotypes in
common gardens (such studies are underway, J. W. Wright and
V. L. Sork, unpublished data) and to tie those phenotypes with
fitness.
Future studies should include the use of single-locus and multilocus analyses to detect climate-associated SNPs. We found that
these two methods agreed with respect to detection of outliers,
which lends credence to the use of multilocus methods before, or
even in place of, applications of single-locus tests (Sork et al., 2013;
Rellstab et al., 2015). This two-stage approach, which mirrors
the practicality of standard hypothesis testing in statistics (e.g.,
ANOVA followed by post hoc testing) should aid in decreasing the
number of unnecessary statistical tests, which is a major source in
the loss of power in correlative studies. This effect within the context of landscape genomics, however, needs to be quantified with
simulations. The use of multilocus methods, moreover, can better
highlight the high dimensionality of data sets aimed at the detection of spatially divergent selection. For example, the single pRDA
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model used here captured all of the salient features of the 975
single-locus tests without the loss of power due to multiple testing,
as well as additional information about the correlation structure of
the climate data.

CONCLUSIONS
Evidence of spatially divergent selection in climate-associated functional genes provides an efficient first step for studying the extent of
local adaptation to climate in natural tree populations. We discovered that the majority of SNPs and genes showed evidence of directional selection toward zero differentiation, but we also identified
three genes that are both highly differentiated among populations
and were correlated with climate gradients in both single-locus,
single-climate-variable models and multivariate models. The demonstration of which genes and which phenotypes are responsible
for the ability of tree populations to respond to climate change will
require much more investigation, but these findings reveal that
geographic analysis of adaptive genetic variation in natural populations will provide valuable initial evidence.
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